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June 2021 
 
Dear Friends: 
 

There is no more urgent priority for our world than addressing climate change, and New York City has 
long been proud to be on the cutting edge of efforts to combat this crisis and develop innovative solutions that 
improve sustainability and resiliency and prioritize climate justice. It is in this spirit that we developed our 
Recovery for All of Us plan, which will guide our efforts to rebuild from the COVID-19 pandemic, including 
equitably preparing our city for the climate crisis. By establishing a Center for Climate Solutions – a leading, 
world-class campus dedicated to addressing the global climate crisis through education, research, innovation, 
and public engagement, the Trust for Governor’s Island will be a critical leader in this mission.  
 

Since 2003, New York City and the Trust for Governors Island have been dedicated to breathing new 
life into Governors Island and transforming it into a remarkable civic resource. With an award-winning park 
engineered for climate resiliency and spectacular historic buildings, the island has become known as a place 
where the future comes to meet the past. Combined with its breathtaking views and proximity to some of New 
York’s most iconic neighborhoods, it has attracted a growing community of educational, cultural, and 
commercial tenants and partners, as well as over six million visitors since it first opened to the public.  
 

Thanks to over a decade of progress, advocacy, and investment, Governors Island is poised to serve 
New York City and the world in an even greater way by helping to mitigate and adapt to climate change. We are 
excited to begin this search for partners to help us expand opportunities to train the next generation of climate 
scientists, advocates, entrepreneurs, and policymakers through a new cross-sector hub for education, training, 
and research. Climate change is an existential threat to communities across the five boroughs and around the 
world, and we have an unprecedented opportunity to support research, education, and innovation that prioritizes 
equity and ensures a resilient and adaptable future for all.  
 

New York City has always attracted the best and the brightest minds, and its diverse talent pool and 
globally recognized network of institutions, companies, small businesses, and non-profits present unmatched 
opportunities for world-class education and research facilities. Our city’s investments in building retrofits, 
coastal protection, offshore wind, and more are rapidly expanding opportunities for businesses, researchers, and 
residents to participate in a sustainable economic transition. Governors Island will sit at the center of it all, with 
a unique waterfront location and public platform that can serve as an inspiring example of resilient and 
adaptable environments.  
 

We are committed to partnering with you to bring this historic vision to life and to expand our 
education, research, and science industries. Together, we can build a future that works for all of us. We look 
forward to your response. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Bill de Blasio 
Mayor 
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View of the Statue of Liberty from the Hills, part of the 
Island’s award-winning park.
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I. Executive Summary
Mayor Bill de Blasio and the Trust for Governors Island (the “Trust”) are announcing a bold step to address the climate 
crisis and cement New York City’s leadership in equitable climate action: a global competition to establish a leading 
institution dedicated to developing climate solutions (the “Institution”) on Governors Island, a 172-acre former military 
base located in the heart of New York Harbor.  The Institution will anchor the Island’s Center for Climate Solutions (the 

“Center”), a cross-sector hub of educators, researchers, innovators, and advocates that will prepare New York City and 
cities around the world for climate change. Starting in New York and creating equitable solutions for cities across the 
world, the Center will help ready neighborhoods for climate change, grow well-paying green jobs for all New Yorkers, and 
create space for public awareness and dialogue.

With this Request for Expressions of Interest (the “RFEI”), the Trust and the City are seeking an academic or research 
institution (“Respondents”) to build, program, and operate the Institution. To support this effort, the City and the Trust 
are offering (i) a lease of up to 33 acres of fully entitled land and/or up to 1M square feet of buildings on Governors 
Island and (ii) a City co-investment of up to $150M for eligible physical improvements such as utility infrastructure, 
transportation, and building construction. Consortia and/or team responses are encouraged. Further details about the 
opportunity and the structure of the partnership sought can be found in Sections II and IV.

Respondents should articulate a vision for their contribution to the Center that both builds on their own strengths 
and meets the City and the Trust’s key goals for the Institution, described in detail in Section V of this document. At a 
summary level, these include:

1. Equitable Climate Solutions: Respondents should propose an interdisciplinary research or academic program 
that advances actionable solutions for cities around the world, prioritizes equity and climate justice, and engages 
with one or more of the City and Trust’s priority focus areas: adaptation, urban environments, inspiring climate 
action, and public health.

2. Governors Island: The most compelling responses will be those with a deep sense of place that leverage and 
make a positive contribution to the Island’s physical landscape; existing community of users, tenants, and partners; 
and financial sustainability.

3. New York City: The Trust and the City seek responses that create broader opportunities for residents of the City of 
New York – particularly diverse communities and those on the front lines of the climate crisis – around meaningful 
public engagement; education, training, and employment; and the co-creation of equitable climate solutions.

Responses are due by September 29, 2021. A full list of submission requirements is detailed in Section VI. Based on 
the responses received, The Trust may: (i) invite a subset of Respondents (the “Finalists”) to respond to a Request for 
Proposals (the “RFP”) as a second phase of this solicitation, requesting more detailed information based on the responses 
to this RFEI, (ii) select a partner(s) based on responses to this RFEI alone, or (iii) invite all Respondents to respond to the 
RFP. In the event an RFP is issued, it is anticipated that only entities included on a team that responded to the RFEI will 
be eligible to respond. 



Aerial view of the Governors Island Historic District.
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II. The Opportunity

Overview

The impacts of climate change present an urgent threat to communities across New York City and the world. Dedicated to 
preparing New York City and cities around the world for climate change, the Center for Climate Solutions on Governors 
Island will concentrate interdisciplinary research and innovation, testing and development, and education and public 
engagement in a single physical hub. The City and the Trust are seeking an Institution through this RFEI to help prepare 
the world for the climate crisis by uniting natural sciences, social sciences, and applied disciplines to drive equitable 
solutions and inspire action, and by focusing on underinvested areas of critical importance such as urban adaptation. 
Closer to home, the Institution will build on New York City’s leadership in climate action to help meet the challenges 
of climate change efficiently, effectively, and equitably; provide opportunities for residents to engage in, inform, and 
implement solutions; and help realize the full potential of Governors Island as an active, year-round resource for all New 
Yorkers.

This RFEI provides an unparalleled opportunity for qualifying institutions to amplify and accelerate their work, 
establishing themselves as the leader in confronting one of the world’s most pressing challenges by creating a cutting-
edge facility for climate education, research, and innovation at the center of one of the world’s most dynamic cities. 
The opportunity also comes at a significant inflection point. The COVID-19 pandemic has underscored the need for 
coordinated, cross-sector research and action that puts people and equity at the center of addressing the world’s most 
urgent issues. At the same time, both the public and private sectors are beginning to address climate change with a scale 
of investment commensurate with the crisis. With this solicitation, Respondents have an opportunity to define new 
models of research and education that lead the field of climate solutions, support New York City’s economic recovery, and 
prioritize equity and justice.

This work will take place on Governors Island, a unique destination located in the heart of New York Harbor. This 
location will offer the successful Respondent opportunities that cannot be found elsewhere: an environment ideal for 
deep engagement with a diverse and growing audience of nearly 1M annual visitors, flexible experimentation in a real and 
varied urban landscape, and the creation of a new paradigm for urban development and adaptive reuse that pushes the 
boundaries of sustainability and resiliency at a neighborhood scale.
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A Climate Policy Leader

Under Mayor de Blasio’s leadership, New York City has committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2050, divested its 
largest pension funds from fossil fuel reserve owners, and placed stringent emissions caps on buildings over 25,000 
square feet. New York City also leads the nation in climate adaptation and is investing more than $20 billion to protect 
New Yorkers from worsening extreme weather events through ambitious, multi-million-dollar flood protection projects, 
increased tree planting, upgrades to the city’s building and zoning codes, and more.

GOVERNORS ISLAND

Jersey City
Financial District

Union Square

Penn Station

Grand Central Station 

Central Park

Roosevelt Island

Long Island City

LaGuardia International Airport

Brooklyn Navy Yard

Red Hook

Brooklyn Bridge Park Downtown Brooklyn

Statue of Liberty

United Nations

JFK International Airport

Sunset Park

Newark Port Facilities

New York City

New York City is a global leader in efforts to address climate change and has implemented an array of policies and projects 
that reduce greenhouse gas pollution, adapt vulnerable areas to extreme weather impacts, and advance environmental 
justice. What’s more, the City is the nation’s capital for the media, culture, finance, and insurance industries; home to the 
United Nations and a robust ecosystem of leading local, national, and global non-profit organizations and philanthropies 
focused on climate and the environment; and plays host to an extraordinary talent pool and vast network of institutions of 
higher education.

Governors Island, at the center of New York City
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An Academic Capital

New York City is an academic and research powerhouse. The City is home to nearly 120 colleges and universities, more 
than half a million undergraduate and graduate students, and the nation’s largest public school system. Statewide, this 
network is supported by the sixth-highest annual award of federal R&D dollars across agencies and the third-highest from 
the Department of Energy (DOE), representing nearly 10% of total DOE R&D spending.1

Economic Opportunity

If New York City were a country, its gross metropolitan product of $1.66 trillion would be the tenth-largest economy in 
the world.2 Across sectors and in climate and sustainability specifically, New York City is home to an unparalleled level of 
investment and resources, including:

• 25% of the nation’s 50 largest charitable foundations, as part of a network of local philanthropies funding more than 
$6B in grants annually;3

• A $147B start-up ecosystem ranked second most valuable in the world, and capturing 10% of the global share of 
venture capital devoted to urban technology;4

• The largest program in the world to support women entrepreneurs, with over $40M of resources for venture 
funding, legal advice, marketing, mentorship, and more;

• $14B of citywide investments in Green New Deal initiatives to advance New York City’s goal of carbon neutrality by 
2050;

• New York State’s pipeline of 4.3MW of active offshore wind projects, representing the largest pipeline in the nation 
and delivering more than $12B in economic activity.5

1 https://ncsesdata.nsf.gov/fedfunds/2018/html/ffs18-dt-tab091.html 
2 https://edc.nyc/why-nyc
3 https://www1.nyc.gov/site/internationalbusiness/why-nyc/economy.page, https://philanthropynewyork.org/sites/default/files/files/pages/
Strategic%20Plan%202016-%20Final_0.pdf
4 https://startupgenome.com/reports/gser2020; https://edc.nyc/industry/smart-cities
5 https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/Files/Programs/offshore-wind/LSR-OSW-sol20proj-fs.pdf
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Governors Island

Governors Island is one of New York City’s most remarkable transformation stories. For almost two centuries, the Island 
was closed to the public, operating as a military base for the U.S. Army and, later, the U.S. Coast Guard. Thanks to nearly 
$400M in investment following its transfer to local control in 2003 and a growth in year-round tenants and cultural and 
educational partners, in just 15 short years the Island has become a new landmark at the center of New York Harbor, 
serving 1M visitors per year.

Location

Minutes by ferry from Lower Manhattan and the Brooklyn waterfront, Governors Island offers immediate access 
to New York City’s diverse talent pool, leading institutions, commercial sectors, and some of its premier residential 
neighborhoods. Ferry landings accessing the Island are located within a five-minute walk from major subway lines and 
additional citywide and regional ferry connections. At the same time, its unique campus-like environment feels a world 
apart – ideal for deep, sustained thinking and offering a microcosm of the City for testing creative solutions. Located at 
the heart of New York Harbor with expansive views of the Statue of Liberty and Lower Manhattan, Governors Island offers 
institutions unparalleled visibility on the world stage.
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A Truly Public Platform

With nearly one million visitors in a typical year and a robust calendar of free public programming that spans arts, 
culture, science, and recreation, Governors Island is already a great public place. In addition to traditional convening 
opportunities, the Island’s role as a unique public destination provides an ideal forum for showcasing and informing an 
institution’s work through engagement with a diverse audience. The Island is an ideal location for innovative experiential 
programming, arts and cultural events, community dialogues, citizen science, and more.

Flexibility

Governors Island offers a varied and flexible physical site for education, research, and convening. With over one million 
square feet of adaptive reuse opportunities in beautiful historic buildings alongside 33 acres available for flexible, ground-
up development, the Island will offer partners in the Center a chance to define a modern, sustainable campus for the 21st 
century at the doorstep to Lower Manhattan.

A Living Laboratory

With over 2 miles of waterfront, diverse ecological resources, varied building stock, acres of open space, and core 
infrastructure all controlled by the Trust, Governors Island offers opportunities to rapidly evolve projects in New York’s 
real-world urban environment. Partners will be able to conduct immersive field research, test and iterate innovative 
responses to pressing climate challenges, partner with a robust network of non-profit organizations, entrepreneurs, 
investors, and government entities, and provide the public opportunities to engage with, contribute to, learn from, and be 
inspired by their campus and their work.



Billion Oyster Project, headquartered on 
Governors Island, uses citizen science to 

engage New Yorkers in restoration efforts. 



Nolan Park, a collection of two dozen former military officer 
homes, is now home to a seasonal campus of arts and cultural 
organizations.
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Three U. S. Coast Guard Grumman JRF-2 Goose flying over the 
Brooklyn waterfront and Governors Island, 1940

III. About Governors Island and The Trust for Governors 
Island

A Historic Gateway to New York Harbor 

Governors Island has played a unique role in the history of New York City. The Lenape utilized the land as a site for 
hunting and fishing and referred to the Island as “Paggank” or “Nut Island” for the plentiful nut trees found on its shore. 
Dutch settlers landed on the Island in 1624, soon after incorporating it into the Dutch colony of New Netherland. The 
English took control of the colony in 1674 and later gave the Island its modern name after it was reserved for the use of 
the Royal governors of the area. Following the American Revolution, the newly formed United States of America erected 
a fortification system throughout New York Harbor, including the construction of Fort Jay at the northernmost tip of 
Governors Island.

Governors Island ultimately became a strategic and visible military installation for the United States. Between 1800 and 
the mid-1960’s, it served as one of the country’s most beautiful military headquarters, including dozens of stately homes 
for enlisted officers and their families, barracks and supporting facilities designed by McKim, Mead and White. In 1912, 
the Island was physically expanded using over 100 acres of fill from the construction of the Lexington Avenue subway line. 
In the mid-1960’s, the US Department of Defense announced the closure of the Army Base, and the Island was transferred 
to the US Coast Guard. For three decades, the Island served as the Coast Guard’s largest installation: home of the Atlantic 
Area Command, the Maintenance and Logistics Command, the Captain of the Port of New York, and a self-contained 
residential community of approximately 3,000.

A New National Monument and Transfer to Local Control 

As the importance of Governors Island as a military post diminished and as budgetary needs shifted for the Coast Guard, 
the facilities on Governors Island closed in 1995. In 1996, the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission 
designated the area north of Division Road, home to over 50 historic structures, as a New York City Historic District. 
Following a decade of advocacy, in 2001 22 acres were designated as the Governors Island National Monument, which 
is managed by the National Park Service, and in 2003, the remaining 150 acres of Governors Island were transferred 
from Federal to local control for a nominal cost. Provisions in the deed ensured that much of the Island would be used for 
public benefit, requiring a new park and educational space, and permitting commercial, cultural, and non-profit facilities.

President Reagan and USSR General Secretary Gorbachev on 
Governors Island, December 7, 1988
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Over the past two decades, Governors Island has undergone one of the most remarkable transformations in New York 
City’s history. The Trust for Governors Island and the City of New York, working in partnership with the National Park 
Service and the non-profit Friends of Governors Island, have built over 43 acres of new, award-winning park space, 
created public programs and commissioned artworks to welcome visitors from all five boroughs of New York City, 
rehabilitated historic buildings in partnership with educational and cultural tenants, and invested in infrastructure to 
ready the Island for its next chapter. Governors Island opened to the public for the first time in 2005, beginning its growth 
as a beloved destination.

About The Trust for Governors Island

The Trust for Governors Island is the 501(c)3 non-profit 
organization created by the City of New York that is 
responsible for the planning, operations and ongoing 
development of Governors Island. The mission of the 
Trust is to realize the full potential of Governors Island 
for the inspiration and enjoyment of all New Yorkers, 
demonstrating a bold vision for public space.

Climate solutions, arts and culture, and open space and 
recreation form the three key pillars of Governors Island’s 
growth strategy, which will together advance the mission 
of the Island to be an extraordinary public place, support 
expanded, year-round public access, and create a path 
towards financial self-sufficiency.

The Trust for Governors Island is pursuing six goals 
to ensure that Governors Island will be preserved and 
enhanced for the enjoyment of all New Yorkers for 
generations to come:

1. Make Governors Island a dynamic and accessible 
public place year-round, with the same vibrancy in 
the winter as the summer

2. Create a path toward financial sustainability 
through responsible partnerships with like-minded 
organizations and institutions

3. Celebrate and utilize Governors Island’s unique 
environment and waterfront location as a public 
living laboratory

4. Promote a diversity of uses that complement and 
enhance Governors Island’s unique character

5. Expand opportunities for public participation and 
engagement

6. Maintain access and affordability for all New Yorkers
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With the goal to transform Governors Island as a public resource and create a sustainable revenue stream to support 
expanded operations and investment, the master planning process called for the creation of sites on the Island’s southern 
end for new educational, commercial, and non-profit facilities. Two waterfront sites were identified adjacent to the park, 
including the 26.5-acre Eastern Development Zone and the 6.5 acre Western Development Zone. Both sites offer flexible 
opportunities for a range of uses and building configurations, as well as tremendous views of New York Harbor, the Statue 
of Liberty, the Brooklyn waterfront, and the Lower Manhattan skyline. The two development zones are fully entitled for a 
mix of academic, commercial, and non-profit uses following a rezoning which concluded in May 2021

Master Planning, the Park, and Development Opportunity on Governors Island

Following an international design competition to envision an extraordinary landmark in New York Harbor, the Governors 
Island Park and Public Space Master Plan set the stage for the transformation of this once-abandoned island. The award-
winning Master Plan for the Governors Island Park and Public Space designed by West 8 encompasses 87 acres, including 
landscape improvements to the Island’s Historic District and the creation of a new 43-acre park on its southern end. 
Incorporating innovative resiliency strategies and topography transformation through every aspect of its design, the new 
park includes a welcoming terrace that serves as a gateway between its Historic District and new landscapes; play areas; 
Hammock Grove, a peaceful area for relaxation with an experimental forest of over 1,200 trees; a 2.2 mile waterfront 
promenade; and the Hills, the park’s crowning feature rising over 70 feet above sea-level. The new park was completed in 
two phases between 2014 and 2016.
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A range of flexible and unique adaptive reuse opportunities are available within the 90-acre Governors Island Historic 
District (“North Island”) where approximately 1M square feet of space is currently available across over 50 historic 
buildings. Permitted uses include education, office, hospitality, cultural, non-profit, convening, amenity, restaurants, and 
more.

A Growing Community 

Governors Island is home to a growing community of year-round tenants, as well as seasonal food and beverage 
businesses, recreational amenities, non-profits and public programming partners. Nearly 1M SF of adaptive reuse 
opportunities within its Historic District are available for lease. Amongst others, year-round tenants include:

The Urban Assembly New York Harbor School, a public high school serving over 500 students with an innovative 
career technical education program focused on maritime and environmental careers. 

Liggett Hall, a 400,000 SF former military barrack building designed 
by McKim, Meade and White 

Artist in residence working in her studio at the Lower Manhattan 
Cultural Council Arts Center at Governors Island

Colonels Row, a collection of eight former military homes

Students conducting research at the Urban Assembly New York 
Harbor School
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The Lower Manhattan Cultural Council Arts Center at Governors Island, a non-profit that presents public 
art exhibitions and provides studio and rehearsal spaces to support a residency program for 40 artists across a variety of 
disciplines.

The Billion Oyster Project, a non-profit organization dedicated to restoring New York City’s oyster population through 
research, citizen science projects, and partnerships with public schools. 

Governors Island is a premier destination for arts and culture, with an innovative public programming and public art 
commissioning model led by the Trust. Each year, the Island hosts over two dozen arts and cultural organizations during 
its public season, who host residencies and diverse public programming that engage visitors. Current partners include 
Film at Lincoln Center, the New Art Dealers Alliance, Pioneer Works, the Museum of Contemporary African Diasporan 
Arts (MoCADA), Syracuse University School of Art, West Harlem Art Fund, and Protocinema. The Trust has also 
cultivated innovative public programming focused on the intersection of science, culture and climate change , including 
partnerships with the Climate Museum, the Billion Oyster Project, NYU Gallatin School of Individual Studies, Pratt 
Institute, GrowNYC, Audubon Society, Earth Matter, and more. A full list of both tenants and partners on Governors 
Island can be found at Appendix C.

World Ocean Festival at Picnic Point, 2017



A unique platform for arts and culture, the Trust hosts a 
robust public art commissioning program.

Pictured: ‘Cabin’ by Rachel Whiteread, a permanent 
commission, 2016



Tenants and visitors enjoy dozens of amenities, including a 
diverse array of food and beverage establishments. 

Pictured: Island Oyster
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IV. Partnership Structure and Details

Eligible Respondents 

Eligible respondents to this RFEI include accredited colleges and universities and independent non-profit research 
and education institutions (a “Respondent”). The Trust encourages responses from partnerships or consortia. Any 
partnership or consortium must include at least one member that is an eligible Respondent as the lead on the response. 
Respondents may also partner with other entities that would not individually be eligible Respondents to the extent that 
those partnerships advance the goals of this RFEI and/or the mission of the Center and the Institution (e.g. arts and 
culture organizations, innovation partners, K-12 institutions, convening partners, workforce development providers, 
environmental justice groups, community organizations, etc.) 

Academic and/or Research Program

Respondents should propose any specific research/educational focus or mix of disciplines consistent with the goals 
outlined in Section V. Respondents are also welcome to propose any model for the Institution consistent with these goals. 
Such models may include, for example only, a satellite degree-granting program, research center with a visiting scholars 
program, or an innovation studio with fellowships, among others.

Allowable Uses

The City and the Trust envision the Institution sought in this RFEI as the anchor in the broader Center, a mixed-use 
district including a range of programs that further climate education and research and support further activation of the 
Island. Such additional uses are envisioned to include research and development facilities, offices, and innovation hubs; 
cultural spaces and experimental “living laboratory” uses that enable real-world experimentation and engage the public; 
dormitories, faculty housing, and residency programs; hotel and convening space; and supportive amenities such as food 
and beverage establishments.

Respondents to this RFEI are required to include an Institution featuring an academic and/or research program that 
addresses the City and Trust’s goals in their response. Respondents may also, at their discretion, propose any of the 
additional uses above, or others allowed on Governors Island, to the extent that these uses are integral to, enhance, 
or support the core academic and/or research program at the Institution and the mission of the Center. A full list of 
allowable uses can be found in the description of the Special Governors Island District at Article XIII, Chapter 4 of the 
New York City Zoning Resolution.

https://zr.planning.nyc.gov/article-xiii/chapter-4
https://zr.planning.nyc.gov/article-xiii/chapter-4
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Sites

The Trust is offering for ground lease (i) up to 33 acres of developable land (the “Land”), including 27 acres located in the 
“Eastern Development Zone” and 6 acres located in the “Western Development Zone” and/or (ii) up to 1M square feet of 
adaptive reuse opportunity within the Island’s landmarked historic district (the “Buildings”). Respondents are encouraged 
to consider both the Land and the Buildings in their responses.

Respondents are welcome to propose to locate their program on whatever portion of the Land or the Buildings best 
support their plans and the City and Trust’s goals for the Center. However, the Trust’s planning has identified the areas 
directly adjacent to the Trust’s ferry terminal at Yankee Pier as a priority area for the Institution, including (i) parcel “E-2” 
of the Land, within the Eastern Development Zone, and (ii) adjacent buildings, including the nearly 400,000 square foot 
historic Liggett Hall (Building 400).
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Further information about the sites, including drawings of Liggett Hall, can be found in the Site File at Appendix A. Infor-
mation on other unoccupied buildings in the Historic District may be available upon request. The Trust’s design guidelines 
for any new construction can be found in Appendix D, and information regarding the zoning controls for the Land and 
the Buildings in the Special Governors Island District can be found at Article XIII, Chapter 4 of the New York City 
Zoning Resolution. In addition, the adaptive reuse of the Buildings is subject to the review of the New York City Land-
marks Preservation Commission, using the Governors Island Historic District Preservation & Design Manual included in 
Appendix A as a guide.

Lease Structure

The Trust is offering ground leases for the Land and/or the Building(s) for a period of up to 99 years, inclusive of potential 
options to renew. The Trust is open to responses that include an initial Site(s) and options for expansion to allow for the 
potential phasing of a project over time.

Capital Investment

The selected Respondent will be responsible for financing and managing the construction of Respondent’s proposed 
facilities. The City and the Trust have partnered to make available up to $150M of capital funding that may be allocated to 
support the project. Of this total, $50M has been allocated to augment available power and water services on the Island. 
The Trust intends to coordinate these investments in consultation with the selected Respondent. The remaining $100M 
in funding may be allocated to any physical investments necessary to support the selected Respondent’s proposed project, 
such as transportation infrastructure, resiliency improvements, and site and building construction and/or renovation.

The Trust anticipates that the project may be eligible for various as-of-right and discretionary benefits, grants, and 
incentive programs, as further detailed in Appendix B.

Return to the Trust

Consistent with the goals of this RFEI (Section V), the successful Respondent will be expected to contribute to the 
financial self-sufficiency of the Island via common area maintenance charges and/or rent payments.

https://zr.planning.nyc.gov/article-xiii/chapter-4
https://zr.planning.nyc.gov/article-xiii/chapter-4
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Transportation

The Trust for Governors Island owns and operates a fleet of vehicle and passenger ferries providing access to the Island. 
The Trust commits to providing year-round, 24-hour ferry service to the Island, at a minimum frequency of 15 minutes 
during peak periods, to support the Institution.

In addition, starting in 2022, the City’s NYC Ferry service will integrate Governors Island into the ferry system during 
times of general public access to the Island. 

Respondents are welcome to articulate additional transportation needs and/or proposals, as described in the “Key Terms” 
section of the Submission Requirements.
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LOWER MANHATTAN

GOVERNORS ISLAND FERRY
7 days a week from the Battery Maritime Buiding at 10 South Street to Soissons Landing
Weekend service from Brooklyn Bridge Park Pier 6 and Red Hook/Atantic Basin to Yankee Pier

FERRY LANDINGS

REGIONAL FERRIES
Citywide NYC Ferry service and regional ferry connections to New Jersey

SUBWAY STATIONS

https://ferry.nyc/


Governors Island’s park.
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V. Goals
The City and the Trust developed goals for this RFEI through extensive research with leaders in climate science, advocacy, 
and policy and comprehensive feedback from a community advisory committee including representatives from the 
offices of local, state, and federal elected officials; local Community Boards; existing tenants and partners; environmental, 
cultural, and workforce organizations; park, open space, and historic preservation advocates; and others. These goals are 
grouped by their impacts in three key, inter-related areas: (i) equitable climate solutions, (ii) Governors Island itself, and 
(iii) New Yorkers at large. Respondents should strive to meet as many of the below goals as fully as is feasible and will be 
evaluated in part on their ability to do so, as described in Section VII: Process.

Equitable Climate Solutions

The City and the Trust are seeking responses that propose an interdisciplinary research or academic program that 
that advances actionable solutions for cities, prioritizes equity and climate justice, and engages with one or more of 
the City and Trust’s priority focus areas (outlined in 1(a) through 1(d) below). Responses should address these goals 
holistically and recognize the ways in which they complement and engage with one other (for example, approaching 
commercialization of the institution’s research with an equity and justice lens).

1. An Interdisciplinary Approach with Key Themes

Responses should showcase interdisciplinary research collaboration between fields such as the natural sciences, 
social sciences, business, public health, policy, the arts, and more, directed at equitable solutions to the climate 
crisis. Respondents are strongly encouraged to include one or several of the following key focus areas in their 
proposed program:

a. Climate adaptation, particularly to New York City local hazards including sea level rise, extreme temperatures, 
torrential rainfall, and groundwater table rise;

b. Urban environments;

c. Climate action: engaging with government, civil society, and the public on policy and communication around 
adaptation, preparedness, and mitigation;

d. Intersections between resilience and public health

2. Environmental & Climate Justice

Responses must have an integrated and holistic focus on racial equity in the area of climate, as well as 
environmental and climate justice. Respondents should explore ties to existing efforts in these areas within the five 
boroughs, and should reflect a commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion and environmental justice expertise 
in their leadership structure. In addition, Respondents should focus on the co-production of research and solutions 
with a broad range of New York City stakeholders as described further in the goals for New York City, below.

3. Commercialization & Solution-Orientation

The City and the Trust encourage programs that include an applied sciences focus on adaptation, preparedness, and 
mitigation solutions with commercialization potential, particularly for urban environments, creating opportunities 
for wide adoption and green economic development (for example, through the inclusion of applied disciplines, 
engagement of technology transfer offices, creation of or partnership with accelerator and incubator programs, 
cooperation with corporate entities and innovation studios, etc.)
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Governors Island

The most compelling responses will be those with a deep sense of place that take advantage of the Island’s unique context, 
making a positive contribution to the Island’s physical campus; existing community of users, tenants, and partners; and 
financial sustainability. 

1. Inspired and Innovative Design

Responses should present inspired and innovative design concepts that conform with the Trust’s detailed design 
guidelines, attached to this RFEI as Appendix D. Among other key areas, responses should (i) demonstrate 
resiliency and sustainability solutions in their design, construction, and ongoing operations that are both innovative 
and replicable, going well beyond local code requirements and responding to New York City’s local climate hazards, 
(ii) respect and enhance the existing Island context, creatively activating and engaging with the Island’s historic and 
natural resources, and (iii) complement and enhance the Island’s public space and visitor experience.

2. Connect with the Island as a Living Laboratory

In both their own direct work and their proposed partnerships with businesses and non-profits, responses should 
engage with and leverage the Island’s unique context, including its abundant open space, waterfront assets, and 
diverse audience for real-world urban experimentation and engagement. Respondents should describe strategies 
that maximize the advantages of a location on Governors Island, create robust interpretive opportunities that allow 
the public to engage with the work, and allow researchers and entrepreneurs to test, iterate, and scale their climate 
solutions across the Island and the City more broadly. These can include, for example only, applied R&D labs, 
outdoor installations, and public demonstrations.

3. Generate a Fair Return to Support the Island and Expanded Public Access

The Respondent ultimately selected will be expected to support the Island’s goal of financial self-sufficiency and 
expanded public access through common area maintenance charges and/or rent payments.

4. Create Partnership Opportunities for the Island Community

The Trust seeks responses that proactively collaborate with the Island’s existing community of tenants and partners 
for programming, a full list of which can be found at Appendix C. Responses should describe any initial partnerships 
proposed and should employ a range of techniques to foster such work through their research and/or education 
program, public programming, and design: such as, for example only, collaborative research programs, experiential 
learning opportunities, resident artist programs, exhibition space available to partner organizations, and more.

New York City

The City and the Trust seek responses that create broader opportunities for residents of the City of New York, and 
particularly diverse communities and those on the front lines of the climate crisis – around meaningful engagement; 
education, training, and employment; and the co-creation of equitable climate solutions.

1. Develop Real Solutions with Frontline and Diverse Communities

Both in their research and/or educational focus and throughout their programming and operations, responses 
should seek to engage diverse communities, and particularly those on the front lines of the climate crisis. 
Proposed programs should not only investigate issues in these communities, but develop collaborative, reciprocal 
relationships with community members on the ground to set their research agenda and co-produce knowledge and 
solutions through approaches such as participatory action research, citizen science, and others.
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2. Provide Equitable Access to Research and Education

Respondents should strive to ensure that academic and research opportunities at the Institution – including, as 
applicable, student enrollment, research positions, and community partnerships – are affordable and accessible to 
New Yorkers from diverse backgrounds, including low-cost educational opportunities (for example, opportunities 
available at costs in line with those found at public institutions in New York City and State). Partnerships with non-
profit organizations and public institutions to advance this goal are strongly encouraged.

3. Create Workforce Development and Educational Pipelines

The Trust encourages responses that consider the position of their work in a continuum of engagement, from 
pathways of opportunity for K-12 students to training opportunities for adults from surrounding communities. 
Responses should consider partnerships with primary and secondary schools, workforce development providers, 
community organizations, and/or others that can provide a variety of entry points for New Yorkers of all 
backgrounds and reach communities that are physically off the Island. Strategies may include stackable credential 
offerings, non-degree re-skilling programs, Year 13/14 programs, after-school programs, and entrepreneurship 
education.

4. Create Meaningful Opportunities for Public Engagement and Programming

Responses should take advantage of the unique opportunity of locating on Governors Island, a beloved public 
destination, to engage a large and diverse public audience around the impacts of local climate hazards on New York 
City’s built environment and social landscape, the cutting-edge climate research and solutions at the Institution, 
and opportunities to take action. Respondents should propose varied and concrete strategies to create entry points 
for learning, dialogue, and action amongst visitors of all ages and backgrounds: such as, for example only, open labs, 
conferences, tours, talks, audited courses, art works, galleries, signage, partnerships with public agencies and local 
organizations, and public programming.

5. Expand Opportunities for MWBEs

Responses should maximize opportunities for minority and women owned business enterprises (MWBEs) to 
participate in the construction, operations, and subtenancies, if any, of their proposed project. The Trust has set 
a goal of 25-35% participation of MWBEs in construction spending for this solicitation, which Respondents are 
encouraged to exceed.



The Harbor School hosts a unique Career Technical 
Education curriculum, focusing on maritime and 
environmental education.



Visitors enjoy a free screening of ‘Escape from New York’, 
presented by Film at Lincoln Center
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VI. Submission Requirements
1. Description of Respondent or Respondent Team:

a. Team Members & Structure

For each member of the Respondent team, please provide:

i. a description of the entity, including its mission, history, physical facilities, and research partnerships;

ii. a description of relevant existing programs on climate and the entity’s institutional approach to the 
issue in both research and education as well as governance (e.g. investment policies, procurement 
policies, operations, etc.)

In addition, for consortia or partnerships, please also describe:

iii. the proposed partnership and ongoing governance structure, including any relevant legal agreements 
needed to realize this structure and pathway to finalizing such agreements if not already in place;

iv. the roles of each entity in the  partnership;

v. and any prior experience working together as a team.

b. Experience with Similar Projects

Please provide a description of the Respondent Team’s relevant experience, including, as applicable, 
experience: 

i. operating an institution or center of similar structure to that proposed;

ii. forming successful consortia;

iii. operating across multiple physical locations;

iv. forming partnerships with communities and community-based groups;

v. collaborating with corporate entities, philanthropies, and strategic innovation partners;

vi. implementing a business plan similar to that proposed for the Institution including, as applicable, 
fundraising experience;

vii. existing experience in New York City and/or with New York City institutions, if any;

viii. designing and developing historic structures and/or ground-up buildings.

c. Outstanding Partner Needs

To the extent the Respondent seeks additional partners beyond those already identified by the time of its 
response, please articulate the roles for which the Respondent is still seeking partners and/or the roles the 
Respondent wishes to play in a partnership.
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2. Concept Narrative – the Vision

a. Academic/Research Program

Describe your proposed academic and/or research program including:

i. problem statement to solve and/or the mission to be pursued

ii. structure proposed for the Institution (e.g. degree-granting, research center, etc.)

iii. disciplines involved

iv. key educational and/or research themes

v. commercialization opportunities

vi. approach to community collaboration

vii. proposed business model 

viii. relationship of the proposed program to existing efforts within New York City, including the proposed 
program’s unique value and plans for coordination and collaboration

b. Narrative Response to Goals

Provide a detailed narrative response explaining how the proposed project will address the Trust’s goals for 
the Institution outlined in Section V above.

c. Ancillary Uses

Beyond the core academic program, Respondents should describe what ancillary uses they seek to include in 
their response (e.g. dormitory, convening, etc.) and/or ancillary uses they seek for the Trust to pursue in order 
to support their response.

3. Physical Plan

Development on Governors Island is governed by the zoning controls in the Special Governors Island District 
adopted in 2013 and amended in 2021 (see this link) as well as the Trust’s design guidelines and, within the historic 
district, review by the Landmarks Preservation Commission (see Appendices A and D). Please provide the below 
information in the form of (i) a written narrative, (ii) an illustrative site plan, and (iii) conceptual renderings:

a. Location of proposed Building(s) and/or Land to be developed;

b. Architectural and urban design principles and approach and responsiveness to the Trust’s design guidelines;

c. Proposed sustainability and resiliency measures;

d. Proposed phasing, as applicable;

https://zr.planning.nyc.gov/article-xiii/chapter-4
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e. Proposed scale and order of magnitude breakdown of program square footage (i.e., for each use proposed, 
describe the location, approximate size and scale, and physical plant requirements);

f. Proposed building heights for any new  construction.

4. Preliminary Sources and Uses

Provide a rough order of magnitude estimate of proposed capital construction investment and any preliminary 
funding sources identified to date.

5. Key Terms

Describe the key terms of a lease agreement sought, including:

a. Location of the Land and/or Building(s) desired;

b. Proposed structure of phasing and/or site  options;

c. Length of proposed lease term;

d. Timeline for construction;

e. Amount of available City capital required, up to the $150M outlined in the RFEI;

f. Other commitments needed from the Trust and/or the City (e.g. transportation improvements);

g. Any other key issues essential to Respondent’s response.
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VII. Process

Deadline

Responses to this RFEI must be submitted by September 29, 2021. Responses should be submitted in electronic format 
to climatecenter@govisland.org.

Information Sessions

Virtual information sessions regarding this RFEI will be held on the following days and times:

• Thursday, July 8, at 2:00 PM EDT

• Thursday, July 15, at 1:00 PM EDT

• Thursday, August 5, at 1:00 PM EDT

To register for an information session, please complete this form.

Site Visit

The Trust for Governors Island will host a group site visit for all interested Respondents on Thursday, July 22 at 1:00 
PM EDT. Interested Respondents should indicate their interest and a requested list of attendees via email to   
climatecenter@govisland.org. Confirmed attendees will receive further logistical information.

Respondents unable to attend the group site visit may request a site visit to Governors Island by emailing 
climatecenter@govisland.org. All site visits in association with this RFEI must be completed prior to August 5, 2021.

Partnership Opportunities

Potential respondents interested in partnering with other entities but who have not yet identified such a partner, are 
welcome to submit their names, contact information, and a brief description of the partnership role they are interested in 
fulfilling and/or types of partners that they are seeking by July 22, 2021 via this form. This information will be compiled 
by the Trust and shared only with other potential respondents that have chosen to share such information. 

Questions

Questions regarding this RFEI must be submitted in writing to climatecenter@govisland.org no later than August 5, 
2021 at 5:00 PM EDT. The Trust will post written answers to these questions on the RFP page of its website on a rolling 
basis, with answers to all questions posted no later than August 27, 2021.

mailto:climatecenter@govisland.org
https://airtable.com/shrDzeVbt2rpRJJ56
mailto:climatecenter%40govisland.org?subject=
mailto:climatecenter%40govisland.org?subject=
https://airtable.com/shrvDxKiIiU4rFC5O
mailto:climatecenter%40govisland.org?subject=
https://www.govisland.com/real-estate/rfps
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Criteria & Review

The Trust reserves the right to: (i) invite the Finalists to respond to an RFP as a second phase of this solicitation, 
requesting more detailed information based on the responses to this RFEI, (ii) select a partner(s) based on responses to 
this RFEI alone, or (iii) invite all Respondents to respond to the RFP. In the event an RFP is issued, it is anticipated that 
only entities included on a team that responded to the RFEI will be eligible to respond. For a full list of procedures and 
policies governing this RFEI, please refer to Appendix F.

In the event that the Trust elects to either enter into negotiations with a Respondent(s) to this RFEI or invite only Finalists 
to reply to the RFP, any such selection will be made pursuant to the following criteria:

• Consistency with Equitable Climate Solutions Goals

 ◦ Interdisciplinary Approach with Key Themes

 ◦ Environmental & Climate Justice

 ◦ Commercialization and Solution-Orientation

• Consistency with Goals for Governors Island

 ◦ Inspired and Innovative Design

 ◦ Connect with the Island as a Living Laboratory

 ◦ Generate a Fair Return to Support the Island and Expanded Public Access

 ◦ Create Partnership Opportunities for the Island Community

• Consistency with Goals for Impact on New Yorkers

 ◦ Develop Real Solutions with Frontline and Diverse Communities

 ◦ Provide Equitable Access to Research and Education

 ◦ Create Workforce Development and Educational Pipelines

 ◦ Create Meaningful Opportunities for Public Engagement and Programming

 ◦ Expand Opportunities for MWBEs

• Project Team

 ◦ Proposed Team Members

 ◦ Governance Structure

 ◦ Relevant Experience & Capacity (in research areas, commercialization, partnerships, governance, design and 
development, etc.)
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• Project Feasibility

 ◦ Key terms including requested support

 ◦ Proposed business model and funding

 ◦ Status of and/or pathway to partnership amongst Respondent Team entities

 ◦ Proposed mix of uses

 ◦ Scale and phasing

Interviews

Respondents should be prepared to be available for interviews, if any, to occur the weeks of October 11, October 18, and/or 
October 25, 2021.



View of the Statue of Liberty seen from Outlook Hill in 
Governors Island’s park.
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Appendix A: Island Overview and Site File
The Trust for Governors Island owns approximately 150 acres of Governors Island. The remaining 22 acres of land, 
buildings and structures make up the Governors Island National Monument, owned by the Federal Government and 
managed by the National Park Service. The Island is legally within the borough of Manhattan and is subject to all 
applicable City, State, and Federal codes and regulations.

The Trust, through its professional staff and contractors, manages most operational and administrative functions on the 
Island including utility distribution, traffic management, waste and snow removal, park maintenance, and the operation 
of its primary ferry fleet. The Trust also maintains its own security and medical contractors. The Trust oversees a robust 
emergency response plan, and works in close collaboration with the New York Police Department (NYPD), which 
maintains a physical presence on the Island, and the New York City Fire Department (FDNY), which maintains primary 
fire response and fire code enforcement responsibilities.   

Utility Infrastructure

With the exception of natural gas and telecommunications infrastructure, The Trust owns all utility distribution mains 
and equipment from transfer points in Brooklyn to and across the Island. All infrastructure is maintained by the Trust’s 
professional and contracted staff, and the Trust directly regulates new connections for all of these utility services (e.g. 
potable water, fire suppression, storm and sanitary sewers, and electricity).

Over the past decade, and continuing today, the Trust is completely modernizing the utility distribution across the Island, 
including new power, water and sewer infrastructure to support the next phase of the Island’s redevelopment. The Trust, 
working with its engineers, has conservatively sized utilities to accommodate the full redevelopment of the both the North 
Island Historic District and the maximum potential new construction allowed under the South Island zoning. Location 
plans of existing and planned utility mains and equipment are available in this Site File and further detail is available 
upon request.

Water: The Trust currently has one 12” water main connection to Brooklyn which supplies the Island’s existing 
combined potable water and fire suppression main network. The Trust is also currently constructing a standalone fire 
suppression main network. Once this work is complete, Tenants will tap the potable water main for building use, while 
the fire suppression main will supply the fire-hydrant system and will also be used to feed sprinkler systems. The Trust 
has funding to complete a second 12” water main connection to Brooklyn which will allow both networks to be fully 
pressurized with enough capacity for full Island redevelopment. The Trust has a master meter with the New York City 
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to measure water use on the Island and the Trust measures tenants’ water 
usage via submeters. 

Sewer: Sewage water across the Island flows via gravity main to a wet-well and pumphouse on the southeast corner of 
the Island where it is ejected through a 14” force main to the Red Hook Wastewater Treatment Plant in Brooklyn. The 
Trust is in active construction modernizing and upgrading the pump house and making improvements to sewer mains 
across the Island.  

Stormwater: Unlike most of New York City, the Island’s stormwater system is fully separated from its sanitary sewer 
system. Any excess stormwater not absorbed on the Island eventually drains to new outfalls installed within the seawall 
around the perimeter of the Island.

Power: The Trust owns four 27kV rated electric feeders that bring power supplied by the utility Consolidated Edison 
(Con Ed) through an easement within the Brooklyn-Battery Hugh L. Carey Tunnel from Brooklyn. Once the feeders reach 
the Island, the power is stepped-down and distributed through a network of 5kV feeders across the Island. The Trust has 
funding to complete a new substation that, once complete, will allow Con Ed to significantly increase the power supply to 
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the Island. The substation will be designed to allow for a future phased expansion, when needed. The Trust has a master 
meter with Con Ed to measure power use on the Island and the Trust measures individual tenants’ power usage via 
submeters.  

Gas: High-pressure natural gas is supplied to the Island through a distribution system across the Island owned and 
maintained by Con Ed and supplied with gas by the utility National Grid. All tenants that use natural gas apply directly to 
Con Ed, which controls and manages new gas connections, and bills tenants directly based on their metered use.

Telecommunications: The Island is currently served by the telecom utility Verizon, which is finalizing the installation 
of fiberoptic cable capable of high-speed internet service on the Island. Tenants apply directly to Verizon for telecom 
services. The Trust is also in the process of designing a second redundant fiberoptic network that will be owned by the 
Trust and available for alternative internet service providers to be selected via a future solicitation.

Roadways: The streets on Governors Island are privately owned and managed by the Trust. The Trust controls traffic 
rules, traffic flow, and roadway maintenance and cleaning. Governors Island is a vehicle-free environment with limited 
exceptions for loading in materials or bringing supplies to the Island, which are transported via a vehicular ferry owned by 
the Trust.

Piers & Docks: Except for one pier structure (“Pier 102”), owned by the National Park Service, the Trust owns all the 
piers and ferry landings on the Island and manages their access, use and maintenance. The Trust has a long-term ground 
lease from the City for the existing Manhattan ferry landing at the Battery Maritime Building.

Ferries: The Trust currently owns two ferries and, along with a third-party contracted ferry operator, maintains and 
operates them for primary pedestrian and vehicular access to the Island. Supplementary ferry services is provided by the 
City-wide ferry system (NYC Ferry) as well as seasonal chartered vessels. Large-scale construction projects are encouraged 
to supplement the Trust’s ferry services by barging materials to and from the Island and may be required to do so 
depending on the scope and scale of work.

Land Use and Development Controls

Development on Governors Island is governed by (i) the 2003 Quitclaim Deed (the “Deed”) that outlines required, 
permitted and prohibited use covenants established when the Island was transferred from federal to local control, (ii) the 
Special Governors Island District of the NYC Zoning Resolution (the “Zoning”), and (iii) within the Historic 
District, the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission (“LPC”), which reviews projects utilizing the standards 
in the Governors Island Historic District Preservation and Design Manual.

The Deed enumerates a number of required, permitted, and prohibited uses, including but not limited to a requirement to 
develop and maintain a new park, a requirement to host educational uses, and a prohibition on residential development 
(not including dormitories or faculty housing), casinos, and other uses. A wide range of uses, including educational, non-
profit, commercial, and mixed-use are permitted. The Governors Island Special District zoning divides the Island into a 
Northern Subdistrict corresponding to the Governors Island Historic District and a Southern Subdistrict encompassing 
the remainder of the Island. The Southern Subdistrict is divided into an Eastern Subarea, Western Subarea, and Open 
Space Subarea.

https://zr.planning.nyc.gov/article-xiii/chapter-4
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The full site file can be downloaded at this link. The full contents of the file are listed below:

1. Development Zone Boundaries

a. Eastern Development Zone Survey

b. Western Development Zone Survey

c. Full Development Zone Survey

2. Flood Maps

a. FEMA Preliminary FIRM 2015

b. Flood Risk Areas Accounting for Topographic Changes Since 2015

3. Historic Building Information

a. Historic District Reports

i. Preservation and Design Manual

ii. LPC Historic District Designation

b. Liggett Hall Drawings

i. Elevations

ii. Floor Plans (Sections A through O)

4. Legal & Land Use

a. 2003 Quitclaim Deed

b. Governors Island Title Report

5. Soil and Environmental Conditions

a. Environmental Reports

i. 2011 Site Characterization Investigation Report

ii. 2012 Remedial Action Plan (RAP) and Construction Phase Environmental Health and Safety Plan 
(CHASP)

iii. 2012 RAP and HASP Acceptance Letter

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/mezrr2c13fe8ost/AAAzQhv_c426wz7HmvLYkFPRa?dl=0
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b. Geotechnical Information

i. 2005 Historic Geotechnical Data Report

ii. 2006 Geotechnical Data Report

6.  Utilities

a. Existing Gas Main & Planned Relocation

b. Existing Potable Water and Fire Suppression Mains

c. 5kV Electrical Feeders

d. Existing Sanitary Sewer & Upgrades (In Construction)

e. Standalone Fire Suppression System (In Construction)
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Appendix B: Available Incentives
A variety of incentive programs are or may be available to support development on the Island. Respondents should 
determine their eligibility and The Trust will support applications where applicable.

Industrial Development Agency (IDA)
https://edc.nyc/nycida

• Incentives:

 ◦ Property tax abatement for up to 25 years;

 ◦ Mortgage recording tax applicable to a project mortgage is reduced from 2.8% to 0.3%;

 ◦ City and State sales tax of 8.875% is waived on purchases of materials and equipment related to construction

• Applicability: Dependent on successful application to IDA. The Trust will support respondent applications.

Industrial & Commercial Abatement Program (ICAP)
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/finance/benefits/benefits-industrial-and-commercial-abatement-program-
icap.page

• Incentives: Property tax abatement for up to 10 years.

• Applicability: As of right for qualifying projects; requires application.

Federal Historic Preservation Tax Incentives Program
https://www.nps.gov/tps/tax-incentives/taxdocs/about-tax-incentives-2012.pdf

• Incentives: 20% tax credit for the certified rehabilitation of certified historic structures; 10% tax credit for the 
rehabilitation of non-historic, non-residential buildings built before 1936.

• Applicability: Dependent on successful completion of Historic Preservation Certification Application and 
subsequent approval by New York State’s State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and the National Park Service 
(NPS). The Trust will support respondent applications.

New York State Rehabilitation Tax Credit for Commercial Properties
https://www.tax.ny.gov/pit/credits/hist_prop.htm

• Incentives: For tax years beginning on or after January 1, 2010, and before January 1, 2025, the credit equals 
100% of the federal credit amount allowed for the same historic structure located in New York; The total amount of 
the New York State credit cannot exceed $5 million per structure.

• Applicability: Dependent on successful application for Federal historic tax credits.
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Sales Tax Exemption
https://www.tax.ny.gov/pubs_and_bulls/tg_bulletins/st/exemption_certificates_for_sales_tax.htm

• Incentives: Enable a purchaser to make tax-free purchases that would normally be subject to a sales tax.

• Applicability: Dependent on authorization from The Trust which shall be offered in its sole discretion.

New York State Regional Council Capital Fund Program
https://esd.ny.gov/regional-council-capital-fund-program

• Incentives: Grants available for capital-based economic development projects including acquisition or leasing of 
land, buildings, machinery and/or equipment; demolition and environmental remediation; renovation or leasehold 
improvements; acquisition of furniture and fixtures; and soft costs up to twenty-five (25%) of total project costs.

• Applicability: Competitively awarded through 10 Regional Economic Development Councils. Trust projects have 
been designated local priority projects in the past, and The Trust will support respondent applications.

START-UP NY
https://esd.ny.gov/startup-ny-program

• Incentives: START-UP NY offers new and expanding businesses the opportunity to operate tax-free for 10 years 
on or near eligible university or college campuses in New York State. 

• Applicability: Businesses apply to the program in partnership with universities that have an approved, designated 
Tax-Free NY Area. The Trust will support respondent applications.

Build NYC Bonds
https://edc.nyc/build-nyc

• Incentives: Build NYC provides access to tax-exempt and taxable bond financing for 501(c)(3) organizations to 
acquire capital for real estate projects, debt refinancing and other operational needs.

• Applicability: Registered 501(c)(3) organizations may be able to access tax-exempt bond financing. Companies 
may also be able to access such financing for “exempt facilities” (including “qualified green buildings and 
sustainable design projects”) as defined in the Internal Revenue Code. The Trust will support respondent 
applications.

EB-5
https://www.uscis.gov/working-in-the-united-states/permanent-workers/employment-based-
immigration-fifth-preference-eb-5/about-the-eb-5-visa-classification

• Incentives: Below-market financing available for job-creating commercial projects.

• Applicability: Projects must create full-time jobs for at least 10 qualifying employees; financing for qualifying 
projects can be obtained via U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) approved Regional Centers.
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NYC Accelerator
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/nycaccelerator/index.page

• Incentives: NYC Accelerator provides free, personalized guidance to make cost-saving, energy-efficiency upgrades 
and reduce carbon emission in New York City, including by administering the Property Assessed Clean Energy 
(PACE) financing tool and providing guidance on other available incentives for specific projects.

• Applicability: Guidance is available to projects throughout the five boroughs. Interested parties should contact the 
NYC Accelerator team at: Contact - NYC Accelerator.

Dormitory Authority of the State Of New York (DASNY)
https://www.dasny.org/

• Incentives: DASNY offers low-interest bond financing for construction projects and tax-exempt equipment 
leasing (TELP) financing for qualifying state-of-the-art equipment. In addition, DASNY provides a suite of services 
including planning and design, sustainability and code compliance consulting, and construction management.

• Applicability: DASNY services are available to public or private not-for-profit higher education degree-granting 
institutions chartered by the New York State Board of Regents. 

https://www1.nyc.gov/site/nycaccelerator/contact/contact.page
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Appendix C: Tenants and 
Partners
Governors Island is home to a growing community of 
year- round educational, non-profit and commercial 
tenants, as well as over two dozen seasonal arts, cultural, 
environmental, and educational partners, who provide 
dynamic and engaging programming for over 1M annual 
visitors.

Year-round Tenants

Urban Assembly New York Harbor School: A 
550-student high school with a focus on maritime 
vocational education.

Lower Manhattan Cultural Council: A non-profit 
presenting public art exhibitions and providing studio and 
rehearsal spaces to support a residency program for 40 
artists across a variety of disciplines.

Billion Oyster Project: Non-profit dedicated to 
restoring New York Harbor’s oyster population and 
biodiversity through citizen science and educational 
programs.

QC Terme: Destination day spa currently under 
construction.

The Institute for Public Architecture: Non-profit 
dedicated to using design to challenge social and physical 
inequities in our cities, and that also hosts a place-based 
design residency and related public programming.

Beam Center: Brooklyn-based non-profit organization 
and maker space that empowers youth through 
collaborative project-making, school partnerships and 
employment programs.

Shandaken Projects: A studio-based residency program 
with overnight short-term accommodations for cultural 
practitioners.

Arts, Cultural and Educational Partners

4heads: As an artist-created organization that hosts free 
large-scale art fairs, including its long-running Portal: 
Governors Island Art Fair, as well as studio residency 

Urban Assembly New York Harbor School

The Billion Oyster Project 

Lower Manhattan Cultural Council
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programs for under-represented artists and arts education 
programs for youth.

American Indian Community House: A community- 
based organization with a mission to improve and promote 
the well-being of the American Indian Community and to 
increase the visibility of American Indian cultures in an 
urban setting.

ArtCrawl Harlem: A non-profit arts education 
organization that supports the creation, presentation, and 
awareness of contemporary art as it relates to the historical 
legacy of Harlem and hosts an artist residency program on 
Governors Island.

The Bee Conservancy: A non-profit dedicated to 
protecting all bees and securing environmental and food 
justice through education, research, habitat creation, and 
advocacy.

BronxArtSpace: A community-based organization 
committed to supporting local and often under-resourced 
artists and fostering projects that engage vital social, 
educational, and political concerns, inviting Bronx-based 
artists to apply for its residency program on Governors 
Island.

Climate Museum: A museum that inspires the public to 
take action on the climate crisis with programming that 
deepens understanding, builds connections, and advances 
just solutions, presenting art projects and science-focused 
exhibits.

Earth Matter NY: A nonprofit organization that seeks 
to reduce organic waste misdirected into the garbage 
stream by encouraging participation and leadership in 
composting, operating their Compost Learning Center and 
Soil Start Farm on Governors Island to teach visitors about 
the composting process.

Endangered Language Alliance: A non-profit 
dedicated to documenting and supporting linguistic 
diversity and endangered languages in New York City and 
beyond.

Escaping Time: Art from U.S. Prisons: An exhibition 
that uses art to change the narrative and break the 
stereotype of what society imagines when thinking about 
the incarcerated, displaying and selling artwork created by 
currently and formerly incarcerated individuals.

New Art Dealers Alliance

GrowNYC

The Climate Museum
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Flux Factory: A 28-year-old artist residency and collective art space located in Long Island City, Queens that provides 
studios to over 40 local and international artists a year, offering a wide variety of free educational and cultural events and 
hosting a micro version of their residency program on Governors Island.

GrowNYC: A non-profit whose mission is to improve NYC’s quality of life through environmental programs that 
transform communities and empower New Yorkers, like their Teaching Garden, a 21,000 sq. ft. working urban farm. 

Harvestworks: A non-profit whose mission is to support the creation and presentation of art works achieved through 
the use of new and evolving technologies, presenting open studios, exhibitions of digital media art, public workshops and 
performances as part of their Art and Technology Program. 

Museum of Contemporary African Diasporan Arts (MoCADA): Since 1999, MoCADA has used art as a vehicle for 
the liberation and celebration of the African Diaspora, using space on Governors Island to help illuminate stories of where 
the histories and futures of African Diasporan Art connect.

New Art Dealers Alliance: A non-profit collective of professionals working with contemporary art, presents NADA 
House, featuring work by over 50 artists from NADA’s community of galleries and non-profits across historic former 
military homes.

The New York Art Residency & Studios (NARS) Foundation: A non-profit arts organization that provides creative 
support services and professional development opportunities for emerging and mid-career artists, hosting residency 
programs and exhibitions.

New York Virtual Volcano Observatory: An exhibit that recreates the experience of exploring a volcano, making 
volcanology accessible to a broad audience, engaging visitors of all ages in the excitement of geology.

NYC Audubon Society: A non-profit championing nature in the City’s five boroughs through a combination of engaging 
and entertaining programs and innovative conservation campaigns, offering expert birding advice, bird walks and free 
binoculars to borrow from their Nolan Park house and hosting avian-inspired artist residencies.

NYU-Gallatin: NYU-Gallatin’s experimental art-science laboratory, WetLab, hosts the Urban Greening Lab’s urban 
biology field station, an artist residency, public lectures, and an exhibition displaying findings and works from their 
inaugural art-science collaboration with NYU-Gallatin students and Harbor School marine biology students.

Pioneer Works: An artist-run cultural center, in which artists, scientists, and thinkers from various backgrounds 
converge, using space in Nolan Park to offer periodic special events and activities like interactive workshops, book talks 
and science programs.

Pratt Institute School of Architecture, Graduate Architecture and Urban Design: Pratt GAUD hosts 
residencies for various students and faculty conducting ongoing research on Governors Island along with events and 
exhibitions examining the ongoing development of the Island, its shorelines, existing and new structures, and showcasing 
student and faculty research in the School of Architecture at Pratt Institute.

Protocinema: A cross-cultural, mission-driven art organization that commissions and presents site-aware art in 
Istanbul, New York, and elsewhere, such as A Few In Many Places, a multi-city group exhibition that addresses collectivity, 
memory and migration in Seoul, Bangkok, Istanbul, Santurce, Guatemala City, and on Governors Island.

Swale: Established in 2016 as a barge-based floating food forest that welcomed the public to harvest herbs, fruits and 
vegetables for free, Swale hosts programs with artist residencies and special events focused on ecological reparation, 
remediation, and regeneration.
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Syracuse University School of Art, Graduate Residency Program: A program that brings together faculty and 
students to take part in the creation and discussion of contemporary art, with the University’s School of Art expanding 
upon the innovative educational model of its Graduate Residency Program on Governors Island.

Triangle Arts: A visual arts residency in New York, founded in 1982, that provides life-changing working environments 
for committed artists, hosting ongoing residencies for artists across disciplines.

West Harlem Art Fund: A 23-year old, public art and new media organization, hosting art exhibitions, outdoor 
sculptures, in-person classes, literary readings, and artist residencies.

Works on Water: An artist-run experimental organization dedicated to artworks, performances, conversations, 
workshops and site-specific experiences that explore diverse artistic investigation of water in the urban environment, 
hosting artist residencies and exhibiting site-specific outdoor temporary works.
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Appendix D: Design Guidelines

Guiding Principles of Development

1. Complement and enhance the park and public spaces and respond to environmental conditions. 

2. Connect to and establish a harmonious relationship with the Park, Esplanade, and Historic District. 

3. Retain, enhance, and frame key views within the island, as well as towards and from New York Harbor, Lower 
Manhattan, and the Brooklyn waterfront. 

4. Activate building edges along public spaces. 

5. Promote innovative design approaches to achieve a high level of resiliency and environmental sustainability. 

6. Encourage flexibility to accommodate a wide range of building types and a mix of uses. 

Resiliency & Sustainability Guidelines

The setting of Governors Island highlights the important relationship between buildings and the environment, and the 
Trust’s vision for a Center for a Climate Solutions demands that development on the Island embody a commitment to 
advancing resiliency and sustainability. The Trust has developed four guiding goals  for this work:  (1) to prioritize 
climate action, working towards a net zero carbon island and ensuring a resilient, protected community, (2) to promote 
circular systems on the Island, minimizing resource consumption by reusing, and even creating, on-Island resources 
(3) to support thriving, biodiverse ecosystems on the island, in New York Harbor, and in our region, and (4) to serve as 
a living laboratory, educating the public, policymakers, and practitioners in the built environment on innovations and 
best practices.

Prioritize Climate

• Buildings, open spaces, and their operations should advance the goal of a net-zero carbon island, including the goal 
of eliminating the use of fossil fuels. All buildings should be fully electric or have the ability to readily transition to 
fully electric systems over time.

• Developments are encouraged to reduce emissions and energy consumption through energy efficiency and on-site 
energy generation, storage, and recovery, including strategies such as green and/or solar roofs, thermal and battery 
storage, and wastewater heat recovery.

• Buildings and landscapes should be designed to reduce the urban heat island effect, through strategies such as solar 
shade structures, cool material selection for hardscapes, and increased tree canopy.

Minimize Resource Consumption

• Buildings and operations should support the Island’s zero-waste goals through strategies such as designing space 
and/or systems to ensure separation, collection and storage of reusable materials, recyclables and organics; 
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• Developments should consider material reuse in construction and operations and implement sustainable 
purchasing and procurement policies. 

• Buildings and landscapes should be designed to reduce potable water consumption, promote water recycling and 
reuse, and support a goal of zero stormwater discharge into New York Harbor. Strategies may include xeriscaping, 
stormwater capture and reuse, and on-site gray and blackwater treatment technology, for example, among others.

Support Ecosystems

• Buildings and landscape elements should encourage habitat creation and biodiversity and minimize disruption of 
wildlife; the use of native species resilient to climate change in landscaping is strongly encouraged.

• All buildings must incorporate bird-friendly glass and materials at all heights.

Serve as a Living Laboratory

• Developments are expected go above and beyond code minimums, and to serve as a showcase for innovation and 
excellence in the areas of sustainability and resiliency. Developments should utilize the NYC Climate Resiliency 
Design Guidelines as a guide to assessing their future climate risk and identifying mitigating strategies.

• Sustainability and resiliency interventions should identify clear benchmarks for measuring their performance 
(including potential use of third-party rating and certification programs such as LEED, WEDG, SITES, TRUE, 
Passive House, and others) and are strongly encouraged to be designed to monitor performance over time, 
particularly where new and innovative approaches are utilized. 

• Buildings should be designed to include state-of-the-art controls and management systems to enable performance 
tracking and continuous commissioning, and should incorporate systems that enable and encourage tenants 
and sub-tenants, as applicable, to meet individual sustainability goals (e.g. electrical sub-metering, waste stream 
tracking, etc.).

• Developments should be mindful of their role in educating and informing the public about resiliency and 
sustainability issues, and incorporate features that engage the public and provide information on these issues.

Building Guidelines

Context Considerations: 

Governors Island is among the most treasured places in the city, owing to its location within the harbor, the Governors 
Island Historic District, the scenic waterfront esplanade, and the 43-acre central park. New development should create 
a unique sense of place while simultaneously complementing, respecting, and enhancing this existing context. New 
development should also be mindful of its relation to future phases of development and the continued evolution of the 
park landscape and amenities.

• Park and Public Space. The scale and building massing of the development should have a harmonious 
relationship with the park and consider breaking down hard boundaries between “building” and “open space” 
by employing strategies that integrate green space into buildings (e.g. green and accessible roofs, living walls, 
accessible courtyards, etc.). 
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• Historic District. Development located close to the Governors Island Historic District should be sensitive to 
existing pathways, views, architectural features, and other historic elements to enhance the relationship between 
the Historic District and new development. 

• Waterfront. Development should reinforce the experience of the extensive waterfront esplanade as a grand public 
space and respond to the different conditions that exist along it.    

• Key Views. The scale, form, and articulation of new development should be responsive to, and respectful of, 
important views and view corridors such as views from Outlook Hill towards the Lower Manhattan skyline and East 
River bridges and open space views towards the harbor and Statue of Liberty.

• Yankee Pier Plaza: Buildings facing new open spaces at Yankee Pier should be designed to recognize their 
important role in forming a gateway and evoking a sense of arrival.  

Ground Level Considerations:

A building’s ground level has a major impact on the public realm and the public experience of place.  New development 
should thoughtfully approach the way in which the ground level shapes that experience and consider how space and 
scale is defined, how connections are made, and how and where activity is encouraged.

• Pedestrian Engagement. Building design should be responsive to the pedestrian scale with attention to detail, 
amenities, and visual interest at the lower portion of buildings, especially those adjacent to public areas; ground 
levels should provide opportunities for public engagement through such elements as retail, gallery or exhibition 
space, transparency, public restrooms, public lobbies, cafes, visitor centers, and public courtyards, etc.  Year-
round access and programming at the ground level is strongly encouraged and entrances and other active uses are 
encouraged to be visible and distributed along the full length of buildings facing public areas. 

• Service and Loading. Views of loading and service areas should be limited from public spaces, and/or 
incorporate screening strategies to avoid negative impacts on the quality of the public realm. Service areas should 
not be located along primary building facades and, wherever possible, should be accessed from within development 
parcels and avoid conflict with pedestrians.

• Resiliency. Flood resiliency measures fronting on public spaces should be designed to promote active ground 
floors, transparency, engaging landscape features, and other innovative techniques that enhance the public realm, 
particularly when dry floodproofing, significant grade changes or elevated building strategies are employed. 

Massing & Form Considerations

Building design plays a powerful role in shaping the image of a place. The architecture of new development should 
reflect a high degree of creativity and innovation through ambitious approaches to design, programming, and the 
environment.

• Context and Variety. Across all development parcels, heights, bulk, and orientation of buildings should inform 
one another and strive to create a compelling skyline. Similarly, base heights should vary in response to particular 
contexts, inform one another, and establish a coherent hierarchy.

• Pedestrian Scale. Buildings should be sensitive to the pedestrian scale and adjacent contexts and, where needed, 
employ techniques that visually break down massing to create a pedestrian scale and welcoming environment. 
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• Rooftops. Rooftops are encouraged to be activated with elements enhancing environmental performance (such 
as landscaping or energy generation) and/or providing publicly accessible amenities, including active and passive 
recreation opportunities. 

• Mechanicals. The massing and screening of mechanical bulkheads should be integrated into the overall building 
design and massing or otherwise situated so as to not be visible from adjacent public areas.

Also, refer to Appendix E for additional Development Commitments, including nuisance control issues.

Public Space Guidelines

Public Open Space Considerations:

The variety and extent of public open space is one of the most recognizable and beloved features of Governors Island. 
New development should build on this to expand and extend this resource, integrating open space into all developments, 
and creating a diverse network of spaces that are welcoming to all.

• Access. Public open spaces within the development parcels should be inviting and accessible to a diverse 
population, including a wide range of ages and abilities. 

• Yankee Pier. Open spaces at Yankee Pier should evoke a sense of arrival that celebrates the island as a public 
resource. There should be careful consideration of grade changes at this important gateway location to support the 
pedestrian experience.

• Context. Privately managed public spaces that lie within development parcels adjacent to other public spaces 
should be complimentary to and harmonious with the surrounding public spaces.

• Phasing. Parcels set aside for later-phase development are encouraged to employ techniques such as screening or 
interim uses.

Public Pathway Considerations: 

An accessible network of public pathways that are primarily for pedestrians and bicycles is a defining characteristic of 
the island. New development should utilize all required pathways as well as other internal public pathways to extend 
and augment this existing network.  The system of public pathways is intended to serve a range of mobility modes, 
strengthen existing connections, create new connections, offer opportunities for both quiet and animated routes, and 
promote a sense of discovery for people exploring the island.

• Circulation. The public pathway network, including all required connections, should provide a clear and intuitive 
public circulation through the Development Zones that prioritizes pedestrian and bicycle movement.

• Wayfinding. Public pathways and open space within new development should incorporate wayfinding strategies to 
assist public navigation within and across the pathway network, buildings and open spaces.

• Comfort. Public pathways should strive to achieve high levels of pedestrian comfort using such techniques as 
plantings, public art, seating, shade and windbreak elements, strategically located building entrances, public 
facilities, amenities, and programming. 

• Legibility. Where any public pathways pass through buildings, the design of entrances should be welcoming and 
legible as publicly accessible and invite public use. 
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Appendix E: Development Commitments
In addition to the Design Guidelines, the goals, and the requirements of zoning and the deed, development on Governors 
Island must adhere to the following commitments:

Operating Commitments

• All building service workers hired by the successful Respondent, if any, at Respondent’s facilities on the Island must 
be paid at prevailing wage levels in the same manner required by the City for certain rezoning development projects 
pursuant to NYC Admin. Code Section 6-130, et seq.

• Any significant purpose-built convening space constructed on the South Island is required to offer a minimum of 20 
community benefit days and/or nights to qualifying organizations at-cost.

• Any hotel development within the Development Zones must enter into a labor peace agreement with any labor 
organization which is actively engaged in representing or attempting to represent hotel employees within the 
Development Zones in a timely fashion after being designated a winning Respondent.

Wind Attenuation

Any proposed building with an occupied floor above 125’ must complete a computational or wind tunnel analysis of 
pedestrian level wind conditions within the schematic design phase for the building. Tenants developing such buildings 
are required to implement practicable wind reduction measures to avoid creating any unsafe wind exceedances more than 
once per season and minimize uncomfortable conditions resulting from the project.

Noise Attenuation

• The windows and wall of any building developed on the South Island in Parcel W-1 and within 70 feet of the existing 
school yard of the Urban Assembly New York Harbor School in Building 555 will require 31 dBA of attenuation 
for non-permanent residential use (e.g., faculty housing, residencies) or school uses or 26 dBA of attenuation for 
commercial uses.

• Potential future noise-sensitive uses in Building 140 on the North Island will require a minimum of 31 dBA window/
wall attenuation for community facility uses or 26 dBA window/wall attenuation for commercial uses.

Air Quality

Due to the generic nature of the environmental review prior to any specific building design or programming being 
proposed, restrictions with respect to building exhaust stack locations and minimum distance requirements between 
certain industrial and residential uses were created to avoid any potential theoretical air quality impacts on future 
tenants based on rules in the City Environmental Quality Review (CEQR) Technical Manual. Once Respondents propose 
specific building programs, the Trust will work with the Respondent to review actual potential air quality impacts 
with the applicable regulatory entities (the Mayor’s Office of Environmental Coordination and the NYC Department of 
Environmental Protection), which, following the CEQR Technical Manual, may be able to relax, modify or eliminate these 
requirements.
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As described in the Design Guidelines, buildings on Governors Island are strongly encouraged to utilize all-electric heating 
and hot water systems. In the event any fossil fuel is utilized, developments must only utilize natural gas. In addition, if 
natural gas is utilized, development in the development zones must adhere to the following guidelines regarding exhaust.

• Parcel W-1. Any new development on Parcel W-1 must utilize only natural gas in any fossil fuel-fired heating and 
hot water system equipment. In addition, exhaust stack(s) must either be at least 253 feet above grade or set back 
a minimum of 213 feet from the façade of the nearest building of greater or similar height within Parcel W-1 and 
utilize equipment fitted with low NOx (30 ppm) burners.

• Parcel E-1. Any new development on Parcel E-1 must utilize only natural gas in any fossil fuel-fired heating and 
hot water system equipment and be fitted with low NOx (30 ppm) burners. Any heating and hot water equipment 
exhaust stack(s) must be located at least 170 feet from the southeast parcel line facing Parcel E-2. In addition, 
exhaust stack(s) must be at least 235 feet above grade or setback at least 135 feet from the façade of the nearest 
building of greater or similar height within Parcel E-1.

• Parcel E-2. Any new development on Parcel E-2 must utilize only natural gas in any fossil fuel-fired heating and 
hot water system equipment and be fitted with low NOx (30 ppm) burners. Any heating and hot water equipment 
exhaust stack(s) must be located at least 60 feet from the northwest parcel line facing Parcel E-1 and at least 60 feet 
from the southwest parcel line facing Parcel E-3. In addition, exhaust stack(s) must be at least 240 feet above grade 
and setback at least 175 feet from the nearest building of a greater height within Parcel E-2; or setback at least 175 
feet from the northwest parcel line facing Parcel E1, at least 175 feet from the southwest parcel line facing Parcel E-3, 
and at least 175 feet from the façade of the nearest building of greater or similar height within Parcel E-2.

• Parcel E-3. Any new development on Parcel E-3 must utilize only natural gas in any fossil fuel-fired heating and 
hot water system equipment and be fitted with low NOx (30 ppm) burners. Any heating and hot water equipment 
exhaust stack(s) must be located at least 240 feet from the northeast parcel line facing Parcel E-2 and at least 175 
feet from the southwest parcel line facing Parcel E-4. In addition, exhaust stack(s) must be at least 210 feet above 
grade or setback at least 175 feet from the façade of the nearest building of greater or similar height within Parcel 
E-3.

• Parcel E-4. Any new development on Parcel E-4 must utilize only natural gas in any fossil fuel-fired heating and 
hot water system equipment and be fitted with low NOx (30 ppm) burners. Any heating and hot water equipment 
exhaust stack(s) must be located at least 70 feet from the northeast parcel line pacing Parcel E-3. In addition, 
exhaust stack(s) must be at least 210 feet above grade; or setback at least 160 feet from the façade of the nearest 
building of greater or similar height within Parcel E-4. 

In addition, the following uses are prohibited from locating within 400 feet of any non-permanent residential use (e.g., 
faculty housing, residencies) or similar use types (e.g., dormitories): 

• Use Group 16A – Carpentry, custom woodworking, custom furniture making shops; 

• Use Group 17B – Laboratories, research, experimental, or testing; 

• Use Group 17B – Manufacturing of pharmaceutical products, chemical compounding; 

• Use Group 17B – Furniture manufacture; 

• Use Group 17B – Wood product manufacturing; and 

• Use Group 18A – Breweries and alcoholic beverage manufacturing. 
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Electrical Vehicle Charging

Per the Quitclaim Deed as found in the Site File, parking on the Island is restricted to vehicles used in connection with the 
maintenance and operation of Governors Island or facilities thereat and the transportation of visitors to various locations 
throughout Governors Island. In addition, The Trust has committed that all off-street parking built on the Island must 
include electric vehicle charging stations.

Bird-Friendly Design

As described in the Design Guidelines, all new development must incorporate bird-friendly glass and materials at all 
heights (above and beyond the current NYC code requirement of 75’).
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Appendix F: RFEI Procedures and Policies
1. Any information which may have been released verbally or in writing prior to the issuance of the RFEI shall be 

deemed preliminary in nature and bind neither TGI nor the Respondent.

2. No Respondent will be selected if an individual who is a member or partner or otherwise a principal and/ or its 
management team is determined, in the Trust’s sole discretion, to be in arrears or in default of any debt, contract 
or obligation to or with the City or State of New York, or any other of their instrumentalities or otherwise to be 
a prohibited person as defined by TGI. All principals, members or partners of a Respondent must complete a 
background questionnaire and are subject to investigation by the Trust and the City. The selection of a Respondent 
may be revoked in the event that any derogatory information is revealed by such investigations.

3. The Trust is not required to accept the response that includes the highest fee offer.

4. All RFEI submission materials become the property of the Trust. The Trust is subject to the New York State 
Freedom of Information Law (“FOIL”), which governs the process for the public disclosure of certain records 
maintained by The Trust. (See Public Officers Law, Sections 87 and 89.) Response submission material will 
generally be made available for inspection and copying by interested parties upon written request, except when 
specifically exempted from disclosure under the requirements of FOIL. Individuals or firms that submit 
responses to the Trust may request that The Trust except all or part of such a response from public 
disclosure, on the grounds that the response contains trade secrets, proprietary information, or 
that the information, if disclosed, would cause substantial injury to the competitive position of the 
individual or firm submitting the information. Such exception may extend to information contained in 
the request itself, if public disclosure would defeat the purpose for which the exception is sought. The request for 
such an exception must be in writing and state, in detail, the specific reasons for the requested exception. It must 
also specify the response or portions thereof for which the exception is requested. If the Trust determines that the 
requested exemption from public disclosure qualifies for an exemption from disclosure under FOIL, the Trust will 
grant such requested exception to the extent permitted under FOIL. 

5. The Trust will not be liable for any costs incurred by Respondents in the preparation of response or for any work 
performed in connection therein. 

6. Response Withdrawals: Respondents may withdraw their responses from consideration at any time before 
the response submission deadline by submitting written notice to the Trust. Technical addenda posted to the 
Trust’s website will be the only authorized method for communicating information to all potential Respondents. 
Respondents should contact The Trust before submitting a response to verify that they have received any addenda 
issued. Respondents should acknowledge the receipt of any addenda in their response submissions.

7. The Trust reserves the right to postpone or cancel this RFEI and reject all responses.

8. This RFEI is not intended as a formal offering for the award of a contract or for participation in any future 
solicitation.

9. The Trust’s Rights. This is a “Request for Expressions of Interest” and not a “Request for Bids.” The Trust shall be 
the sole judge of whether a response conforms to the requirements of this RFEI and of the merits and acceptability 
of the individual responses. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, the Trust reserves the right 
to take any of the following actions in connection with this RFEI: amend, modify or withdraw this RFEI; waive any 
requirements of this RFEI; require supplemental statements and information from any respondents to this RFEI; 
award a contract to as many or as few or none of the respondents as the Trust may select; accept or reject any or 
all responses received in response to this RFEI; extend the deadline for submission of responses; negotiate or hold 
discussions with one or more of the respondents; permit the correction of deficient responses that do not completely 
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conform with this RFEI; waive any conditions or modify any provisions of this RFEI with respect to one or more 
respondents; reject any or all responses and cancel this RFEI, in whole or in part, for any reason or no reason, in 
the Trust’s sole discretion. The Trust may exercise any such rights at any time, without notice to any respondent or 
other parties and without liability to any respondent or other parties for their costs, expenses or other obligations 
incurred in the preparation of a proposal or otherwise. All responses become the property of the Trust.

10. The Respondent attests and confirms that where applicable, the Respondent has read and understands all RFEI 
documents, and the response is made in accordance therewith.

11. The Trust at its sole discretion reserves, without limitation, the right to: (i) discuss various approaches with one or 
more respondents (including parties not responding to the RFEI); (ii) use the ideas and/or responses in any manner 
deemed to be in the best interests of the Trust and the City, including, but not limited to, soliciting competitive 
submissions relating to such ideas or responses and/or undertake the prescribed work in a manner other than that 
which is set forth herein; and (iii) change any terms of the RFEI.

12. Conflicts of Interest: 

a. The Respondent and all subcontractors should disclose in writing as part of their response any possible 
or potential conflicts of interest which are known to, or reasonably should be known to the Respondent 
or subcontractors, which may exist between their firms, the City of New York and/or Governors Island 
Corporation d/b/a The Trust for Governors Island. All Respondents and their subcontractors and business 
partners must disclose with their response, the name of any officer, director, agent or employee who is also 
employee or family member of an employee of Governors Island.

b. Further, the Respondent must disclose the name of any employee or family member of any elected official 
who owns, directly or indirectly, an investment or other proprietary interest, in the firm or any of its parent 
company, subsidiaries or affiliates.

c. The Respondent and all subcontractors and business partners should disclose in writing as part of their 
response, any familial, personal or business relationships between members of Respondent’s, subcontractor’s 
or business partner’s firms and members of Governors Island, whether or not there is any belief that the 
relationship might constitute a possible conflict of interest.

13. Anti-Collusion: The Respondent, by virtue of issuing a proposal certifies that it has not divulged, discussed or 
compared the response with others and has not colluded with any other Respondent or participating parties 
whomsoever. Respondent further certifies and agrees that premiums, rebates or gratuities are prohibited whether 
with, prior to, or after any delivery of material or services. Any such violation will result in the cancellation of this 
response and the offending parties will be excluded from participating in future RFEIs.
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